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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS,

TINSUKIA.

Present: SRI PALLAV RANJAN BORA, JMFC, TINSUKIA.

(30.L2.2O22)

PR CASE NO.921 12022

Under Sections 454138O of IPC

(FIR No. Doomdooma P.S. C/No. 265 12022, Dated 29.08.2022)

COMPLAINANT : STATE OF ASSAM

REPRESENTED BY :

ACCUSED :

REPRESENTED BY :

SRI P.K. SARMA,

LEARNED ADDITIONAL P.P.

sRr ARJUN BHUMTJ (A1),

S/O. SRI GIDGU BHUMIJ,

R/O. DAIMUKHIA GAON, RUPBAN,

P,S.DOOMDOMA AND DIST.

TINSUKIA,ASSAM.

SRI D. BORTHAKUR,

LEARNED LEGAL AID COUNSEL.
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Date of Framing of Charges 21.10.2022

Date of Commencement of Evidence 03. 1 1 .2022 & 16. 71.2022

Date on which judgment is reserved 30.12.2022
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Date of Offence

Date of FIR

Date of Charge Sheet

Accused Details:

28. 08. 2022 & 29.08.2022

29.08.2022

30.09.2022

30.r2.2022

Whether
Acqurtted

or
convicted

Sentence

Imposed

NIL

Date of Judgment

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any
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Date of I Offences
Release i charqed with

Period of
Detention

Undergone

during Trial
for purpose

of Sec. 428

Cr.P.C.

^j*: I

/

i

1]

None

Name of
Accused

Date of
Arrest

NIL
4541380 of

IPC
Acquitted

Sri Ar.1un

Bhumij
(A1)
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JUDGMENT
The prosecution case in brief is that when the informant Seema

Hazarika was not present in her house, and taking advantage of her

absence, one Sri Arjun Bhumij of Daimukhia Gaon, Rupbon has stolen

one water pump, 7 numbers of bell-metal plates, 5 numbers of Bowl

and one pair of shoes and further that on 2g.o}.zo22, when the

accused entered into the informant's house by breaking-open its door

and was cutting the tube-well (handpump), at that time one of her

neighbor caught him red-handed and informed about the incident to

the informant. Hence, the case,

The FIR was received and accordingly registered as Doomdooma

P.s case No.265/ 2022 under sections 4s4l3Bo of the rndian
Penal Code (hereinafter referred to as IpC). After investigation,

charge-sheet was filed against the present accused person namely

Sri Arjun Bhumij (A1) under Sections 4S4l3g0 of IpC.

While production of the accused, copies of relevant documents were

furnished to him in compliance of the provision of Section 207 of the

code of criminal Procedure (hereinafter referred to as cr.p.C). Upon

perusal of the charge-sheet and the materials on record, prima facie

grounds were found to presume that the accused has committed the

offence under Sections 4541380 IpC and accordingly, charges under

the said sections were framed, read over and explained to the

accused, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

During trail, the prosecution examined 04 (Four) numbers of
witnesses i.e. the informant smt. seema Hazarika as pw-l, Sri

4.
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Monoj Phukan as pw-2, sri Kamal chiring as pw-3 and the
rnvestigating officer (ro) namely sr(p) Raj chetri as pw-4.
The prosecution also took aid of 4 (Four) documents which were
exhibited as follows:

The Ejaahar as Exhibit pllpw-l, the seizure list as Exhibit
P2lPw'2, sketch-map as Exhibit- p3lpw-4 and the charge-sheet

as Exhibat P4l pW-4.

After closing of the prosecution evidence, statement of the accused
person was recorded under Section 313 0f cr.p.c. The defence plea

is of total denial and the accused person claimed innocence. The

defence adduced no evidence. i

6. After hearing arguments of both sides and

evidence available on record, I have formulated

for determination:

going through the

the following. points

i. whether on 28.08.2022, the accused committed lurking house
trespass by entering into the premiseq of the residence of the
informant smt. seerna Hazarika, situated at Rupbon Doikhuria

Gaon, Trnsukia, in order to commit theft of articles like water
puffip, utensils and other household items and also whether on
29/08/2022, the accused by entering into the same premises

of the informant, in order to commit theft of a tube-we// was
caught red-handed by one of the informantb neighbor during

ksrstr*to
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"l'the act and thereby commiffed an offence punishable under
Section 454 of Indran penal Code?

whether on same day and same place, the accused committed
theft of valuable artic/es like water pump, utensils and other
household items in the said premises owned by the informant

and used for human dweiling or custody of property and was

caught red-handed by one of the informantb neighbor during
the act and thereby commiffed an offence punishab/e under
Section 380 of Indian penal Code?

PW-l, smt. seema Hazarika who is the informant of this case

deposed that she knew the accused person Arjun Bhujim @ Khepo,

as he is from her same village. The incident took place on

28.08,2022. Since a week prior to the date of the incident they were

not present at home. on 27.08.2022, the accused person entered
from the backside of their house by cutting open the door and

windows and took away certain articles like water puffip, home
theater, brass household utensils like plate, bowl and one pair of
shoes etc, and on evening of 28.08.2022, while the accused person

along with one another were trying to take away the hand pump by

cutting it, one of their neighbor titled 'pasar, along with another
neighbor namely Manoj caught the accused Khepo red handed. They

reached home immediately after getting information of the incident

ii.
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{ffiw"::;rrol^tl"': neighbor' she informed rhe porice about rhe incidenr andporice arrived at their residence thereafter. They *un. ,; ;;. ,:;:;station and lodged the F.I.R' she identified Exhibit. p-Llpw-ras theejahar and Exhibit.p-1( ,)/pw-'as her signature on it.B' During the cross-examination of pw-l, smt. seema Hazarika
deposed that she had written the ejahar by herself but she had notmentioned in the F'I'R' nor stated before the police that on gr" oavof the incident another person was also present arong with accusedArujun Bhumij @ Khepo. The person whom she referred to in theF.I.R. as'dada" who saw the accused whire cutting the hand pump isMr' Pasar' she denied the defence suggestion that one Mr. pasar hasnever caught the accused Arjun Bhumij @ Khepo red handed whilecutting the hand pump' she could not say who has storen the articreson 27.08.2022, but, as per her, it might have been ,.oi, ;; ;;;accused person' she had not witnessed the incident with her owneyes but came to know only after they have been informed by theirneighbors' They came and saw the accused who was caught redharrded by the viflagers. The hand pump which was attempted to bestolen is still in its place. Pw-1 further denied the defence suggestionthat she had deposed farsery before the court.9' PW-2, sri Monuj phukan deposed that he knows the informant ofthis case as she is his neighbor as welt as the accused person ArjunBhujim @ Khepo, as he berongs to their same virage. The incidenttook prace in the month of augus t, 2022. He stated that thieves haveentered into the informant,s house. one person named .pasar,caught
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tlie accused red handed and upon hearing hue and cry, he went to

"="*-the place of occurrence and saw that Mr. Pasar has caught hold of

the accused. Mr. Pasar also informed him that one another person

was also with the accused person Khepo but he fled away. Police

came to the P.O, and seized the hand pump. He identified Exhibit.P-

ZlPW-2 as the seizure listand Exhibit.P-2(l)/PW-2 as his signature on

it.

10. During the cross-examination of PW-2, Sri Monuj Phukan

deposed that he had not witnessed the incident of theft with his own

eyes but, he only saw the accused person after being caught at the

place of occurrence. He denied the defence suggestion that he had not

stated before the police that one:person named 'Pasar' caught the

accused red handed and upon hearing hue and cry, he went to the place

of occurrence and saw that Mr. Pasar has caught hold of the accused

and Mr. Pasar also informed him that one another person was also with

the accused person Khepo but he fled away. He also denied the defence

suggestion that a person named Mr. Pasar has not caught the accused

red handed. He further denied to have deposed falsely before the court.

PW-2 stated that the Exhibit.P-2 i.e. the seizure list, in which he had

signed was blank printed form and that he signed the same when police

arrested and took the accused person.

11, PW-3, Sri Kamal Chiring deposed that he knows the informant of

this case, who is his neighbor, The incident took place about 3-4

months ago. On the day of the incident his wife informed him over

phone that thieves have broken into the house of the informant and
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accordingly, he reached there and saw that one thief has been

caught red handed by some people. He saw one Mr. pasar and Manoj

Phukan at the place of incident who caught hold of the thief. He

stated that police came to the p.o. and seized the hand pump and

arrested the accused person in his presence. pw-3 identified

Exhibit.P-2 as the seizure list and Exhibit. p-2(z)lpw-3 as his

signature on it. He further stated that police recorded his statement.

During the cross-examination of pw-z, sri Kamal chiring
deposed that Police did not record his statement. They arrived at his

residence and took signatures on the printed blank form of seizure

list on the next day. He denied the defence suggestion that whatever

he deposed in his evidence in chief in the court is false.

PW-4/rnvestigating officer, sr(p) Raj chetri deposed that on

29.08.2022, he was at Doomdooma p.s. as attached officer on

probation. on that day, informant smt. Seema Hazarika, R/o. of
Rupoban, Daimukhiya Gaon lodged an ejahar in a matter of theft of
hand puffip, brass utensils, shoes etc, from her house in her absence.

It was mentioned in the said ejahar that the accused was caught red-

handed during the act. Information was received over phone by the

olc, Doomdooma P.s. and as per direction of olc, Doomdooma p.s.

he visited the P.o. Upon visiting there he saw that the neighbors of
the informant had already caught hord of the accused Arjun Bhumij.

He came to learn that accused was caught red-handed by the people

while he was cutting the pipe of the hand pump at the information,s

home. Thereafter, he seized the said hand pump and also took

13.
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photograph of the same which is kept in the case diary. PW-4

identified the seizure list as Exhibit.P-2 and Exhibit.P-2(3)/PW-4 as

his signature therein, He has also prepared the sketch map of the

P.O. which he identified as Exhibit.P-3/PW-4 and Exhibit.P-3(1)/PW-4

as his signature therein. Thereafter, he recorded the statements of

witnesses namely, Sri Kamal Chiring (PW-3) and Sri Manoj Phukan

(PW-2). He further submitted that the accused person was then

arrested and taken to the police station and his statement was

recorded, On the same day, the informant lodged an ejahar and

upon receipt of the ejahar OlC, Doomdooma P.S. registered the case

u/s. 4541380 IPC and endorsed his name for investigation. After

arrest, the accused was taken for medical examination and forwarded

to the court. Subsequently, uppn completion of investigation, he

submitted charge-sheet against the accused U/S. 4541380 IPC. He

identified Exhibit.P-4lPW-4 as the charge-sheet and Exhibit.P-

4(1)/PW-4 as his signature therein.

L4. During the cross-examination of PW-4, SI(P) Raj Chetri

deposed that he visited the place of occurrence once on 29.08.2022

at 9:45 PM. The ejahar was lodged on the same day at 7:30 PM. The

first information regarding the incident was received by the OlC,

Doomdooma P.S. over phone. He has not furnished any G.D. Entry

extract copy regarding the information received over phone, He has

prepared the seizure list at P.O. He has visited the place of

occurrence at B:25 PM but he mistakenly cited the time as 9:45 PM.

He stated that in the FIR, the informant mentioned that some'dada'

k/
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has caught hold the accused red-handed, but he did not find him at

the place of occurrence and hence, was not able to interrogate him

-tr 
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that he did not seize the hand pump from the P.O. and given the

zimma of the same to the informant. He also denied not to have

recorded the statement of the witness Sri Kamal Chiring. He also

denied the defence suggestion that he took signatures of the seizure

witnesses on the blank printed " form of the seizure list. PW-4

admitted the fact that PW-Z Sri Manoj Phukan did not state before

him that "one person named 'Pasar' caught the accused red handed

and upon hearing hue and cry, I went to the place of occurrence and

saw that Mr, Pasar has caught hold of the accused. Mr. Pasar also

informed me that one another person was also with the accused

person Khepo but he fled away." Finally, he denied the defence

suggestion that he did not investigate the instant case properly and

that he submitted the charge sheet against the accused falsely.

15. ARGUMENTS:

Learned counsel for the accused submitted about the dissimilarities

with regard to the deposition of the prosecution witnesses and that

the evidences of the witnesses are not corroborated and supported

for believing that the accused had committed the alleged offence. He

ft

as seized in the seizure list was affixed in its own place and

not able to be brought to the P.S. Thereafter, the zimma of the

CI./
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further argued that the police had not investigated the case properly

and had not made proper interrogations of witnesses. Submitting

thus, the learned counsel for the accused prayed that the accused be

fthe prosecution witnesses have deposed about how the accused

1;..;.W€s caught red-handed by the villagers during the alleged act and:. -,'.:1'

'" handed over to the police and he thus prayed that the accused be

provided with the requisite punishment as per law.

16. APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCES ON RECORD:

From the perusal of the evidences-on-record, it is seen that the
informant i.e. PW-1 has alleged that in her absence, the accused

person committed theft of certain articles like water pump, home

theatre, utensils, shoes etc. from her house and that on the next day

while the accused along with one another person were trying to take

away the hand-pump from her house by cutting it, one of his

neighbor named 'Pasar' caught the accused red handed during the

act. PW-1 stated further that she was informed about the whole

incident of the alleged theft at her house by her neighbor and upon

reaching her home, she saw the accused caught by the villagers.

From this submission put forward by the PW-l, it can be inferred that
she had relied upon the information as provided by her neighbor

regarding the alleged incident of theft and it occurred in her absence

from her home. The allegations levelled by the informant is thus

based on the version as stated to her by her neighbor as she herself

1d Class, Tinsukta
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admitted in her cross-examination that she had not witnessed

the incident with

informed by her

accused caught

occurrence.

her own eyes but came to know only after being

neighbor and it was only then that she saw the

by the villagers after arriving at the place of

similar statement was also made by the pw-2 sri Monoj phukan,

another neighbor of the informant who stated that on the day of the

alleged incident, upon hearing hue and cry, he went to the place of
occurrence and saw one 'pasar' catching hold of the accused and

there he was informed that another person was with the accused

who fled away. PW-2's version of evidence is also based on the

information as received by him from the person namely ,pasar,as 
he

too admitted in his cross-examination that he had not witnessed the

alleged incident of theft with his own eyes and that it was orily after

reaching the place of occurrence, he saw the accused caught by the

person'Pasar'.

PW-3 Sri Kamal Chiring's version of evidence is also in the same line

as because he also admitted to have been informed about the

alleged incident of theft by his wife over phone and he too upon

reaching the place of occurrence, saw the accused being caught hold

by one'Pasar'and sri Monoj phukan (pw-2). He also was not an eye-

witness to the alleged incident of theft at the informant,s house.

The Investigating officer (I.o) of the case sl(p) Raj chetri who is

examined as PW-4 also stated that upon visiting the place of

vuM.t:*:
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- Ee'cririence, he saw that the neighbors of the informant had already

caught hold of the accused Arjun Bhumij. He came to learn that

accused was caught red-handed by the people while he was cutting

the pipe of the hand pump at the information's home.

It is noteworthy to be mentioned herein that all the aforementioned

PWs starting from the informant herself and the PWs-2 and 3 had

mentloned the name of a particular person namely "Pasar" as the

one who has seen the accused doing the alleged act of theft and

catching hold of the accused at the place of occurrence. But no

where in the case record, any statement of the said Mr. 'Pasar' was

found recorded and the I.O of the case SI(P) Raj Chetri who is

examined as PW-4 has himself admitted that he did not find anyone

by that name at the place of occurrence and was not able to

interrogate the said Mr. Pasar at that moment and also during the

later stage of the investigation. If for a moment, the Court considers

the said Mr. Pasar to be a vital eye-witness of the case, but from the

evidences-on-record, it appears that the investigating agency was not

able to trace out that person and get his statement recorded, thus

reducing the credibility of the other prosecution witnesses including

the informant. PWs 1 to 4 are also not the eye-witnesses to the

alleged incident.Thus, the version of the prosecution witnesses that

the accused was caught red handed while cutting off the hand-pump

was left out unsupported and uncorroborated by any other witnesses,

since no other were even interrogated by the investigating agency.

',Ti;,rtt, TinsuKta
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r, PW-2 and PW-3 being the seizure witnesses has stated
the police had seized the said hand-pump aileged to have been

tried to be stolen by the accused. But in their cross examination, both
of them admitted the fact that the police had taken their signatures
on the blank printed form of the seizure tist. These things certainly
point out to the utter dismay of the court, regarding the raches and
irregulariV on behalf of the investigating agency while investigation
of the instant case.

To discuss it further, although in the evidence-in-chief, the informant
(PW-1) made allegations of theft of certain articles from her house
against the accused directly, but in her cross_examination, she
submitted that she could not say who has stolen the said articles on
27-08'2022 and that she onry has a suspicion that it might have been
stolen by the accused person. From this it can be presumed that the
informant herserf was not sure regarding the invorvement of the
accused in the alleged theft and there existed onry a hypothesis, thus
creating a doubt whether the accused person has committed the
theft or not.

Moreover, it was onry the informant (pw-l) who aileged the accused
to have committed theft of articres from her home on two occasions
i'e' on 27-08-2022 and 28-08-2022. No other prosecution witnesses
stated about the same. Hence this deposition of pw_1 arso went
uncorroborated by other evidences or information. The dates of
occurrence mentioned by the pw-1 i.e. the informant in her
deposition is arso different from that as mentioned in the F.I.R. The
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accused during

to be proved by

Furthermore, the informant (PW-1) and the I.o (p.w-4) stated that

the hand-pump which was alleged to have been cut to be stolen was

still at its own place i.e. at the informant's house,

Analyzing the evidence-on-record of the witnesses examined

by the prosecution, it appears that no prosecution witnesses

could prove the allegations levelled against the accused

person as there was no such direct or circumstantial evidence

to support the allegations. Th,e ingredients of the offences

alleged are hence not attracted against the accused person.

Therefore, this court does not find any materials thereby

incriminating the accused person for the offence as alleged against

him, considering above, I held that the prosecution has failed to

bring home the charges against the accused person. As such the

points taken for determination are accordingly decided in negative.

ORDER

19. In view of the above discussion, accused person namely Sri Arjun

Bhumij (A1) is acquitted from the offences alleged against him under

sections 454l3lo of IPC and he is set at liberty forthwith.

20. Accused shall furnish a p.R. Bond of Rs.5,000/- (Rupees Five

18.
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Thousand) and the P.R. Bond to be furnished by the accused shall
remain in force for a period of six months from the date of this order.

21' The judgment is delivered in the open court in presence of the
accused and his learned legal aid counsel.

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 30th day
of December, 2022 at Tinsukia.

(Shri pailav %,", r
r ud icia r n,l" g i,i,l?, kTBora )
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APPENDIX

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES
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NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,

MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH

WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

Informant
Seizure witness
Seizure witness

inveiti$ting ffiiei

NIL NIL

C. Court Witnesses, if any:
RANK NAME

Smt. Sima Hazarika

Sri MonujPhukan

Sri Kamal Chiring

SI(P) Raj Chetri

Witn_esses, if any: '

NAME

NIL

NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH

WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

NIL

NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,

MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH

WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

NIL

PW1

PW2

PW3

PW4

B. Defence
RANK

NIL

/)
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LrsT oF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/COURT EXHIBITS

A, Prosecution:

D. Material Objects:

Exhibit Number

Exhibit PUPWl

Exhibit P1(1)/PW1

Exhlbit PzlPW2

Exhibit P2(1)/PW2

Exhibit P2(2)lPw3
Exhibit P2(3)lPw4

Exhibit P3/PW4

Exhibit P3( 1)/PW4

Exhibit P4lPW4

Exhibit P4( 1)/PW4

a
a

Exhibit Number

NiL

NIL

Exhibit Number

NIL

Description

Eiahar

Signature of the Informant

Seizure List

Signature of PW-2, Sri MonujPhukan

Signature of PW-3, Sri Kamal Chiring

Signature of PW-4, SI(P) Raj Chetrl

Sketch MaP

Signature of PW-4, SI(P) Raj Chetri

Charge-Sheet

Signature of PW-4, SI(P) Raj Chetri

Description

NIL

Description

NIL

Description

NIL

Sr.
No.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
t.
10.

B. Defence
Sr.
No.
1.

Court E- 5r.-
No.
1.

E-
No.
1.

xhibits:
Exniuit Numbei

(shri Pallav M Bora)
r u d i ci a r M as i str,,t;,ilil,|n1"?,'&ri n su ki a.
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